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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Horror movies and television shows are films designed to frighten or disgust viewers. It may 

be fictional stories or essays based on true events. Horror movies and television shows have 

been around for decades and are still very popular today. Some argue that the evil side of 

human nature can be explored in ways that other genres cannot, making horror one of the 

most important genres. Conventional entertainment known as horror in film and television are 

programs usually equipped with sequences meant to scare or surprise viewers, horror, shock 

factor and so on. Some of the most popular horror films and television shows include 

slashers, zombie apocalypse stories, monster features, and psychological thrillers, but there’s 

a lot more to expect as a horror film and television show market is expected to grow at a 

CAGR of 5.5% from 2022 to 2030.[1] Market Types, applications and geographical regions 

are used for segmentation. Our final project is a horror short film. There are numerous areas 

to investigate in the enormous horror film business. Nowadays, horror-themed short films are 

very usual, yet they can be challenging to execute properly. We must first comprehend what 

the audience demands in order to create a wonderful movie that they will like. Understanding 

the audience's thinking is crucial. So we conducted research and discovered what the public 

preferred. We must come up with a name for our short film that completely describes it if we 

want to make it memorable. This title will serve as our short film's identify. Since our film is 

centered on dreams and features supernatural events, we selected the name of “ েঘার”. 

For our final project, I picked the horror genre from “Film and Media” because it provides a 

unique platform for investigating human psychology and emotions. This genre, in my 

opinion, provides a tremendous canvas for conveying complex concepts and emotions, 

compelling viewers to confront their darkest anxieties. It also necessitates originality in 

storyline, cinematography, and sound design, making it a fantastic learning experience. 

Making a horror short film allowed me to experiment with tension-building tactics, narrative 

twists, and visual symbolism while engaging my audience on a primitive, visceral level 

unrivaled by any other genre. The short film we made depicts a doubting van puller whose 

life unravels after being enmeshed in rural legend. An old woman tells him not to tell 

anybody about his horrific experience, but he ridiculously ignores her advice. After confiding 

in a friend, a terrifying chain of events occurs, this permanently affects and overturned his 

life. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Introduction 

There were several disciplines from which we could pick as Multimedia and Creative 

Technology as students at Daffodil International University. We were offered a variety of 

content selections to pick from in our department.  Illustration, 2D animation, 3D animation, 3D 

modeling, product design and visualization, motion graphics, game design and development, user 

interface and user experience design, film and media, visual effects, and many more topics are 

taught in this department. I had the option of picking any of them for my final project, but I 

ultimately went with film and media. I have developed my talents and learnt a lot from my 

department since the beginning. I have had some incredible experiences in the clubs that shaped 

who I am as a person and strengthened my leadership skills. All of the abilities I acquired while 

attending varsity have brought me to this point. I've always been a huge lover of horror and 

paranormal stories, even as a little child. I've always wanted to direct my own horror movie, and 

now I get to as my final project. This horror short film is based on a Bengali village folklore 

which will simply entertain our audiences and will give them the true taste of a rural haunted 

story. 

 

 
1.2 Problem Statement and Solution 

 

The horror movie business is currently quite large and flourishing. The public is becoming more 

interested in horror-based movies as a result of the enormous popularity of OTT platform 

content. Here, the pandemic was also helpful. People were lured to digital entertainment because 

they couldn't go outside since they were indoors, and horror is a fantastic way to make our 

imaginations come to life online. The audience has been intrigued by all of these fantastic horror 

films. Sadly, despite this enormous achievement, our nation was unable to seize this opportunity. 
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Despite the fact that Bangladeshis watch a lot of horror movies, not a lot of high-quality horror 

films are produced here.  

It doesn't feel like we lack talented individuals for high-caliber horror film adaptation. We have a 

lot of people that are extremely talented at this, but there aren't many quality horror genre 

projects, so they don't have the chance to shine. Our media landscape is not adapting as expected. 

We continue to produce the same kind of material. This vast plain of horror is empty. Nobody 

wants to venture out and take a chance. 

There were several horror-themed movies, but their production wasn't ideal because the creators 

had any prior expertise. After their disastrous attempts, nobody made more scary movies. The 

quality of the lighting and environment wasn't great. The sound effects used in those movies were 

hilarious rather than scary. Even the jump scare wasn’t up to the mark.  They lacked the sense of 

lighting and shading in the horror movies which suffered them most. Because lighting and 

shading is the main thing that makes difference in a horror studio.[2] Moreover choosing location 

randomly was another biggest fault of prior film makers. 

We received in-depth instruction in filmmaking methods and camera perspectives while we were 

students in the Multimedia and Creative Technology department. From the experts, we learnt 

how to shoot full-production commercial movies and advertising. The most crucial step in this 

process is planning. Here success of film relies on its public acceptance and cinematography and 

aesthetic photo capture makes it more fascinating for the tasteful audiences. A thriller story only 

can engage audiences for a certain period of time but a well cinematographed footage can hold 

the attention of audiences for a long time. As a student of this department we found ourselves 

privileged enough to understand these important topics and carried out through our projects.  

 

 
1.3 Goals 

 

As I've already stated, I've always wanted to direct a horror movie. I made a wonderful buddy 

after entering this department who had the same ambition with me. We've known from our first 

year that our ultimate effort will be a horror short. As part of our course final project, we 

previously created a straightforward and brief horror movie. We learnt a lot while creating that. 
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We made a lot of errors and discovered how to correct them. We developed our abilities and 

became ready for the big assignment.  Our industry is not making any films in this genre. We want 

to change this through our project. Our goal is to create a terrifying short film with eye-catching 

cinematography. However, creating a successful short film won't be possible with just outstanding 

cinematography. We have thus worked on our story. The plot is straightforward and has only one 

consequence. The primary problem with short horror movies is that they don't really communicate 

the plot very well.[3] In order for the viewers to understand each narrative and be able to connect 

with the characters, we have detailed everything in detail. Our fundamental objective is to 

transform the film business. Our short film's popularity will draw in more viewers, and as a 

consequence, more creators will step forward to produce material in this genre. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Leading horror film production house 

 
Dark Castle Entertainment is now considered as the leading horror movie production house in the 

world. They are producing a huge number of successful commercial movies in horror genre.[4] 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

 
2.1 Similar Project Work Research and Analysis: 

 
There are immense amount of film media that is viewed by billions of people worldwide. So, we 

had to comprehend film media in order to adequately communicate our message through our 

project. Because we are unable to create a suitable short film that would accurately illustrate our 

desired visual effects without a thorough grasp of film media. We have to complete our studies in 

order to comprehend cinematic media. As I mentioned before, I have always been a lover of 

horror films and have been viewing them since I was a little child. I was simply watching such 

movies for fun at the time.  Because I lacked a lot of filming expertise. But it didn't stop me from 

seeing the many shot divisions that really improved the scenario. Although I could not fully get 

the reasoning behind those shot divisions, I am aware that each shot division has a distinct 

significance. After enrolling in the Multimedia and Creative Technology program, I got the 

chance to study filmmaking with professionals from the sector. My first introduction to 

filmmaking was through Suman Paul Sir's "Film Studies and Appreciation" course. I learnt about 

the various shot divisions in this course and why they are utilized for various purposes. I was 

struck by all of those details. After understanding them, I began to view some of my earlier films 

again. With that understanding, I saw the movies differently this time. I began to discuss the 

reasons the director chose these shot breaks for that scenario. Why did he film this scenario in 

this shot division? What was he attempting to convey? I began to wonder everything I was 

seeing. I used to question my professors about the decision to use that specific shot division in 

that scene. Was there another shot division that may have better captured the scene? by asking 

questions and gaining answers from my professors, my friends, or occasionally the internet. My 

understanding of filmmaking has grown. After that, I enrolled in Dr. Shaikh Muhammad 

Allayear Sir's creative writing course. We learned to be creative in this course. We had to choose 

a typical case, give some thought about it and consider it from a different angle.
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He had a side that I admired. I began to view everything differently after carefully hearing his 

message. I began to realize that different people may see the same thing from various 

perspectives. This kind of thinking may add intrigue to a simple narrative. A few little 

adjustments may give a straightforward scenario a unique spin. After taking this course, I 

became more aware and I began to view movie plots differently. 

After finishing these classes, I saw a significant shift in how I thought and observed. Even when 

viewing a movie, an animated picture, or reading a comic book, my subconscious mind began to 

consider the tale plot and the various shot divisions. In order to complete this final endeavor, my 

ultimate ambition, there had to be a significant and much-needed adjustment. I began to build a 

list of films, cartoons, or comics to revisit in order to learn from them and incorporate those 

lessons into our movie because we were certain to produce a horror film. 

Hollywood Movies: Evil Dead Rise, The Pope's Exorcist, Haunted Mansion, Hereditary, It, The 

Evil Dead, The Conjuring, A Quiet Place, Prey for the Devil, Dawn of the Dead, The Witch, The 

Cabin in the Woods, Orphan, Insidious: The Red Door, You Should Have Left, Talk to Me, Evil 

Dead II, Saw, Bram Stoker's Dracula, It Chapter Two, The Crow, Possession, The Invitation, 

Constantine, A Haunting in Venice, The Invisible Man.[5] 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Insidious: The Last Key  

 
Lin Shaye reprises her role as the unassuming yet truly heroic ghost buster Elise Rainier in 

“Insidious: The Last Key”, providing a few nice shocks and another terrific performance.[6] 
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Hollywood Movies: Antichrist, Speak No Evil, Play Dead, The Last House on the Left, The Nun, 

Wrong Turn, Lights Out, Don't Breathe, The Ritual, Ghost Ship, Cannibal Holocaust, Drag Me to 

Hell, The Autopsy of Jane Doe.[7] 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Lights Out 

 

Looking for a terrifying, entertaining horror film to watch? Lights Out, with its old-school creeps 

and shocks, certainly meets the description.[8] 

 
Series: Stranger Things, The Walking Dead, The Vampire Diaries, Hannibal, Hemlock Grove, 

Supernatural, American Horror Story. 

 

                             
                              Figure 2.3: Stranger Things 

 
"Stranger Things" is an engrossing sci-fi series that combines '80s nostalgia with otherworldly 

mystery, following a group of adolescents as they encounter strange happenings in their tiny town, 

uncovering government secrets and parallel realms. It's an exciting excursion into the unknown 

that's both nostalgic and forward-thinking.[9]
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Animations: Five Nights at Freddy's 4,  Where the Dead Go to Die, Midori, Mad God, The Wolf 

House, Resident Evil: Damnation, Magnetic Rose. 

 

 
Figure 2.4: The Wolf House 

 

"The Wolf House" is a strange and unsettling animated short film that uses sophisticated stop-

motion animation to portray a gloomy fairy tale. Its distinct visual style and spooky storyline 

combine to produce an unpleasant yet captivating movie experience.[10] 

 
 

 
                       Figure 2.5: Magnetic rose 

 
"Magnetic Rose" is a visually stunning animated short film that's part of the anthology 

"Memories." It explores the intersection of memory, reality, and illusion.[11] 
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2.2 Motivation 

I also watched several Bangladeshi contents. Recently some new talent juvenile film makers are 

entering in the field and surely they are making differences. Right now the era is of OTT 

platforms and these directors are taking the chance of showing their talents in these platforms. 

Among them Nuhash Humayuns “Moshari” and “Pett Kata Shaw” were one of the contents that I 

would really admire.[12] 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Moshari 
 
 

The color grading and cinematography of this film was mesmerizing compared to the stereotype 

horror contents. The combination of aesthetic cinematography and location earned this simple 

story film some worldwide recognition. So regarding this we have noted out the differences and 

scarcities in both industry and tried implies those things accordingly in our short film. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENT AND WORKFLOW 

 

 
3.1 Project Pipeline: 

 
After much brainstorming and day night thinking we developed a story for our movie. As we 

both were interested to make a short film on horror genre from the very first moment of our 

varsity life we got ourselves some free time. We prioritized everything we needed to perform for 

this research. We conducted extensive study, viewed similar films, and conducted extensive 

analysis. All of the steps we took are listed here. 

 

Stages of Production: 

 
• Pre-production 

 
• Production 

 
• Post-production 

 
 
 

3.2 Pre-Production 

Research and Development: 

Working as closely as you can during pre-production is crucial before starting any film project. In 

order for the audience to continue their conversation after seeing the movie, we needed to develop 

a fresh concept during pre-production that would appeal to them. And in order to form such an 

intriguing perspective, we had to see a number of comparative films. We are aware that short 

horror films are essentially works of fiction, but in order to give the image a more genuine sense, 

we had to bear in mind that presenting the audience with anything bizarre or stupid would be a 

mistake.  
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Gantt chart: 

 

Figure 3.1: Screenshot of Gantt chart 
 
So we developed a Gantt Chart that almost keeps track of our each work sessions and depicts our 

work timeline. It helped us in filmmaking serves to schedule and coordinate various production 

tasks, such as script development, shooting, editing, and post-production, ensuring they occur in 

the right sequence.  

 

Story concept: 

 
Manik is a poor juvenile van puller. He has to work hard all day to make both ends meet. As like 

all the young fellows he hardly believes any kind of rural folklores he used to listen as kids. He 

used to laugh on them and ridicule people for their believes. One day when he went on a local tea 

stall late night he was alerted by the vendor that its not wise enough to roam around at this hour of 

night. Manik laughed of him and made fun of him. Later that night when Manik went on a sleep he 

saw his own corpse on his van in the dream. Later he wanted to discuss the matter with his granny 

but she said it is wise if you keep remain your bad dream untold. She also added Maniks 
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grandfather was also got lost by sharing his bad dream publicly.  But Manik could not get out the 

dream of his head and tells his bosom friend elaborately when insists on telling the dream. Manik 

after sharing his friend about the dream felt lightheaded but when he entered the mill collect his 

bags at that night he saw 3 same corpse standing front of him. Scared manik rushed out of the mill 

and got fainted in the street. Later he discovered himself in a new place where his lost grandfather 

took him to a unknown land. 

 

Screenplay: 

 

 Scene 1 

রােতর শেষ চােয়র দাকানদার দাকান ব  করেত ব , তখন মািনক দাকােনর সামেন ভ ান রেখ এেস - 

মািনক: চাচা এক কাপ চা দন । 

দাকানদার : (িকছুটা িবর  হেয়) এখন চা হেব না, দখেছা না আিম দাকান ব  করিছ। 

মািনক: আের চাচা একটা চাই তা দন। 

দাকানদার : আ া িঠক আেছ আিম িদেতিছ। িক  তুিম খেয় তাড়াতািড় বাসায় চেল যাও। রােতর এই সময়টা 

বিশ ভােলা না। 

মািনক: চাচা আিম তা এতিদন হেলা রােত ভ ান চালাই। আিম তা কখেনা িকছু দখলাম না। 

দাকানদার : আ াহেক িব াস করেল আ াহর সৃি  কও িব াস করেত হেব। 

এরপর দাকানদার ধীের ধীের দাকান ব  করেত থাকেব। 

 

Scene 2 

অ কার ফুিরেয় একিট াক চেল যােব এবং দখা যােব মািনক িমেল েবশ করেছ। মািনক িমেল িগেয় িমেলর 

দরজা ধা ােব এবং দখেব িমল ব  এরপর মািনক যই িপছেন ঘুের তাকােব দখেব কারডর এর সব লাইট অফ 

হেয় আেছ। মািনক ভয় পেয় তাড়াতািড় বাইের চেল আসেব এবং িমেলর মািলক ক কল দেব - 

মািনক: চাচা আপিন িমেল আসেত বলেলন িক  যেয় দিখ িমল তা ব । 

িমল মািলক: িকেসর িমল ব । তাড়াতািড় আয় আিম তার জন  বেস আিছ 

মািনক: মািনক িপছেন ঘুরেতই দখেব িমল পুেরাপুির চালু। 

মািনক হতভ  হেয় িমেল েবশ করেব িক  কাউেক বুঝেত দেব না। এরপর মািনক ব া কাঁেধ িনেয় িমল থেক 
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বর হেয় আসেব। 

 

Scene 3 

মািনক সারা িদেনর কাজ শষ কের ভ ান তার বাসার সামেন রেখ দরজা খুেল ঘের েবশ করেব। া  মািনক 

পািন পান কের িবছানায় েয় পড়েব। ঘুেমােতই ে  দখেব মািনক একিট িনজন জায়গা িদেয় ভ ান চািলেয় 

যাে । িকছু ণ পর মািনেকর ভ ান থেক একিট ব া রা ায় পেড় যােব। মািনক ভ ান থেক নেম ব ািট তুেল 

িনেয় যই িপছেন িফের তাকােব দখেত পারেব ভ ােন একিট লাশ েয় আেছ। স ভেয় ব ািট হাত থেক ফেল 

দেব এবং শীতল চাখ িনেয় যই লােশর কাপড়িট খুলেব দখেত পারেব তার িনেজরই মুখ। মািনেকর চাখ ভেয় 

বড় হেয় যােব। তখনই তার চােখ একিট আেলা এেস পড়েব এবং তার ঘুম ভেঙ যােব। মািনেকর টুটুল কাকা 

তােক নামােজর জন  ডাকেত আসেব এবং সই তার মুেখ লাইট মারেব । মািনক জামা কাপড় পেড় নামােজর জন  

বর হেয় পড়েব। 

 

Scene 4 

মসিজেদর সামেন টুটুল চাচা িটউবওেয়ল চাপেত থাকেব এবং ওজু করেত থাকেব। 

টুটুল চাচা : তুই িতিদন তা তাড়াতািড় আিসস। আজেক এত দির করিল কন? 

মািনক: িকছু না এমিন। 

এরপর তারা ওযু শষ কের মসিজেদ েবশ করেব এবং নামাজ শষ কের মসিজদ থেক বর হেয় আসেব। 

 

Scene 5 

নামাজ শেষ বািড়েত এেস মািনক ভ ান িনেয় কােজর উে েশ  বর হেব। বর হওয়ার সময় স দখেব তার 

িতেবশী বুিড় বারা ায় কাথা সলাই করেছ। মািনক বুিড়র সােথ িগেয় িকছু ণ আলাপ করেব। 

মািনক : িক দািদ আজেক তা দখিছ সকাল সকাল কাথঁা সলাই করেত বেসছ। 

 বুিড় : আিম তা সকােল িতিদনই বিস তুিম আজেক দখেল। 

মািনক : দািদ, দাদা নািক একটা খারাপ  দখার পর হািরেয় িগেয়িছল? 

বুিড় : তার দাদা খারাপ  দখার জন  হারায় নাই, মানুষেক বেল বড়ােনার জন  হারাইেছ। 

মািনক : কালেক তা আিমও একটা খারাপ  দখিছ তারপর থেক কমন যন লাগেতেছ। 

বুিড় : কােরা কােছ বিলস না। খারাপ ে র কথা কােরা কােছ বলেল তার পিরণিতও তার দাদার মতই হেব। 

মািনক : (িবরি র সের) ধুর তামার ধু আেবাল তােবাল কথা। যাই আিম কােজ যাই। 
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Scene 6 

পেরর দৃেশ  মািনক ভ ান িনেয় িমেলর উে েশ  রওনা দেব। এ সময় বাজার এবং কৃিতর িকছু ছিব দখােনা 

হেব। তারপর মািনক িমেল িগেয় ব া সং হ করেব এবং স েলা িনেয় বাজােরর উে েশ  রওনা দেব এবং 

দাকােন দাকােন ব া প েছ দেব। 

 

 Scene 7 

মািনক িতিদন ােম ােম মাল িবি  শেষ তার ব ু র সােথ বেস একিট বট গােছর িনেচ আ া দয়। স 

িতিদেনর তুলনায় আজেক একটু আেগ এেস ব ু র জন  অেপ া করেত থােক। এ সময় ব ু  আসার পর তােদর 

কেথাপকথন- 

 

ব ু  : িকের মািনক এমন উদাস হেয় বেস আিছস কন? মািনক : আর বিলস না ব ু  একটা বােজ  দখিছ 

তারপর িদনটাই খারাপ হেয় গেছ। 

ব ু  : িক  দখিছস? 

মািনক : নাের ব ু  দািদ বলল খারাপ  নািক কােরা কােছ বলা যায় না বলেল  সিত  হেয় যায়। 

ব ু  : আের ব াটা দািদ তা সই ছাটকাল থেক আমােদর বেল এই বট গােছর িনেচ িজন আেছ। কানিদন িক 

িকছু দেখিছস। িক  দেখিছস এবার বল। 

এরপর মািনক তার ব ু েক সামেনর িদেক হাঁটেত হাঁটেত তার  বণনা করেত থােক। এ সময় তােদর হঁেট 

যাওয়ার দৃশ  এবং বট গােছর না িনক দৃশ  দখােনা হয়। 

 

Scene 8 

মািনক ভ ান িনেয় বাজােরর উে েশ  রওনা হেব এবং এ সময় ােমর িকছু দৃশ  দখােনা হেব । তারপর স 

িমেলর উে েশ  যা া করেব। 

 

Scene 9 

মািনক ব া িনেয় িমেল েবশ করেব িক  িমেলর শাটার লাগােনা অব ায় থাকেব। তখন মািনক িকছুটা অবাক 

হেয় িনেজই শাটার খুেল িমেল ঢুকেব। এরপর মািনক ব া রেখ ঘুের দাঁড়ােতই হঠাৎ সব আেলা ব  হেয় যােব 

এবং মািনক তার চােখর সামেন কেয়কিট সাদা লােশর মত অবয়ব দখেত পারেব। মািনক দৗেড় িমল থেক বর 

হেয় আসেব এবং াণপেন ছুটেত থাকেব। িক  হঠাৎ স হাঁচট খেয় মািটেত পেড় অ ান হেয় যােব। 
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 Scene 10 

ান ফরার পর মািনক িনেজেক স ূণ নতুন একিট জায়গায় আিব ার করেব এবং দখেত পারেব তার হািরেয় 

যাওয়ার দাদােক। দাদা তােক তুেল িনেয় তার হাত ধের সামেন িদেক অ সর হেত হেত মািনকেক বলেব- 

 দাদা : আিমও এই পেথ হািরেয়িছলাম। 

 

 

 

Storyboard: 

 

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

 
Explanation: In this scene Manik will arrive at the tea stall and have a little talk with the vendor 

about supernatural things. 
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 
Explanation: Manik will go to the mill and talk with his uncle over phone after finding the mill 
closed.  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

Explanation: Manik will go to the mill and after taking some bag he will leave the mill for his 

home. 
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Figure 3.5: Screenshot of Storyboard 

 
Explanation: Manik will put off his clothes and lay flat on his bed for sleeping.  

 
 

 

Figure 3.6: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

Explanation: Manik will be driving his van in the middle of the night and suddenly one of his bag 

will fall from van. He will came down to bring the bag.    
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of Storyboard 

Explanation: Manik will look at his van with fear and slowly remove the sheet from the corpse. 
 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Screenshot of Storyboard 

Explanation: A light will fall on his face. Tutul will through light in maniks face and after that 

both of them will be shown washing their bodies.   
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Figure 3.9: Screenshot of Storyboard 

Explanation: Both of them will enter in the mosque. After praying Manik will start walking 

towards his house.  

 

 

Figure 3.10: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

Explanation: Manik will have a little talk with has granny while she will be stitching kantha.   
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Figure 3.11: Screenshot of Storyboard 

Explanation:  Manik will leave with annoy and enter in the mill with his van. He will be staring 

outside. 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Screenshot of Storyboard 

Explanation: He will go to market to provide good on shops and after that he will drive his van. 
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Figure 3.13: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 
Explanation: Manik and his friend will gossip beside a pond and they will walk after that. Manik 

will be seen raising shutter.   

 
 

Figure 3.14: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 
Explanation: He will lay a bag in the floor and turn his head with fear. Three corpse will be 

standing before Manik.
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Figure 3.15: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

Explanation: Manik will see another corpse when he turn back. He will run to save his life and get 

faint while stumble in his way.   

 

 
 

Figure 3.16: Screenshot of Storyboard 
 

Explanation: He will see two legs when he wakes up. His grandfather will raise him and both of 

them will start walking on the dark.   
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Budget and cost: 
 
We had to decide our short film budget after finishing research and concept development. And 

for that, we had to keep a few factors in mind, which are as follows: 

  -Transportation 

      -Food and drinks 

      -Lighting and other equipment 

      -Props and costumes 

      -Higher rent 

      -In instance in emergency 

 

Taking into account everything on the above list, we devised a budget, to which we contributed by 

dividing it in half because we are a two-person group. We attempted to save costs on a few items 

that we could manage ourselves, such as lighting and equipment, costumes, filming locations, 

casting automobiles, and so on. This greatly aided us in completing the shot quickly. 

 

Location Scouting: 

 

In movies, location creates the mood, establishes the setting, and lends reality to the narrative. It 

improves viewer immersion, supports the story, and contributes significantly to the entire cinematic 

experience. Searching and matching ideal sites with the screenplay for filming is the essence of 

location scouting.[13] This is also a crucial component of the pre-production phase. Shooting at 

several locations enhances the drama of the movie since if the entire thing were shot in just one or 

two places, viewers could become bored and stop watching. We had to travel to a lot of places to 

find the ideal sites. We even had to find sites that were really far from our house for several 

situations. For our main shooting spot we choose distant Pabna Sadar and Shahidnagar. The area 

we discovered for our film was convenient according to our story and it matched with the genre. 

Here is some footage from our shooting locations- 
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Figure 3.17: Location number 1 
 
This location was set to show a chasing scene of our main character. The abandoned saw mill gave 

a spooky and haunted vibe to the audience. 

 

 
 

                             Figure 3.18: Location number 2 
 

This location was used for Manik’s house premise. And this is also the place where he parks his 

van for the night.  
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Figure 3.19: Location number 3 

We used this corurtyard to depict Manik’s neighbour grannys  scene. The background was set 

according to her financial condition.   

 

 
 

                              Figure 3.20: Location number 4 
 

The selected tea stall where the first scene of our story was set. The stall was located at the middle 

of a busy market so we had some noise problems during shoot.   
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                                Figure 3.21: Location number 5 

We took some pretty scenes from this mosque to show the villagers prayer scene. 
 

 

 
 

                                Figure 3.22: Location number 6 
 

This bridge was chosen for some tracking shot of manik driving his van. 
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                               Figure 3.23: Location number 7 
 

This eerie place was discovered by us to use in a night scene. The atmosphere was really 

mysterious in this place with some abandoned house and strange smells. 

 

 
 

                                 Figure 3.24: Location number 8 

Our final scene was set in this place. We discovered this place in a remote area after a whole day 

of roaming here and there because it had to be perfect. 
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                              Figure 3.25: Location number 9 

In this room we took the shoot of maniks resting. The room was almost perfect for a poor van 

puller.  

 
 

                                 Figure 3.26: Location number 10 
 

Another gem of a place found by us was this amazing location. This area is situated in the midst of 

a remote village holding some mysteries on the background. 
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                                                     Figure 3.27: Location number 11 
 
This shoot was taken on a busy street beside the local market. For a few seconds scene we had to 

maintain a local gathering.                           

  

 Props and Costumes: 

 
Props and costumes were crucial because our short film is in the horror genre and needed to 

make the characters seem more dynamic. Each member of the cast needed the ideal outfit that 

would accurately reflect their role in the screenplay. Selecting the appropriate color for the 

outfits was yet another crucial step. For example, throughout our film the location was set on a 

remote rural area so we had to set attire for our cast on their basis. The main character was 

stylized on a shady half sleeve shirt with lungi. There was no sign of aristocracy as he leads a 

poor life. One audience can really see the difference when the old fragile door of the characters 

was opened during the shot. [Fig 3.28] 
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Figure 3.28: Main characters attire  
 

We were lucky enough to choose our main character according to our choice. His ability to adapt in 

environment, persistence and presence made our film more cheerful.    

 

3.3 Production: 

 
The majority of the shooting and activities linked to shooting is done during the production stage. 

The actual filming for a movie happens during the production phase. The actors, crew, and 

director work together to capture the scenes as the screenplay depicts them during this crucial 

stage. Principal photography, set design, wardrobe and makeup design, sound recording, and 

sometimes special effects are all included. In order to ensure that actor motions and camera angles 

are in sync, the director and cinematographer collaborate on blocking and staging. Daily wrap 

reports are produced, and safety and logistics are maintained. After production is over, the footage 

is edited and given any last-minute adjustments to create the finished product. 
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Figure 3.29: Getting ready for shooting 
 

This was our first assembling as a team before our main shoot commences. Everybody was very 

much excited.   

 

 

3.4 Post-Production: 
 
Once the film is finished, production enters the post-production phase. Editing continues, as the 

video is put together and edited to create the final story. Adding bgm, sound effects and clipping 

improves the visual and aural aspects of the film. The visual and aural quality of the film is 

achieved through color grading and sound mixing. Before the finished product is shipped, it goes 

through quality control and knowledge. We used Adobe Premiere Pro to assemble all the 

cameras to create the final video. We used a lot of pictures. This software made it easy to insert 

clips and cut according to the script. Everything is well presented and easy to use. We used this 

software to colorize our typical images without special effects. [Fig 3.30] 
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                               Figure 3.30: Color grading 

 
 

We have used PluralEyes software to synchronize all of audios . PluralEyes is handy software 

when it comes to the matter of for audio editing. We have used the free version of this software 

with loads of features loaded. The interface is pretty much easy to understand and easy to use. 

Removing noise using this software is like a blessing. Noise is one of the most horrible things in 

a video because it makes the audience experience worse.[14]  Background noise removes the 

essences of the film. It becomes hard for the audience to feel the film. So we have removed every 

single bit of noise from the video if found. As we have captured audio from the actual scene and 

used natural sounds as sfx it was very difficult for us to remove noise from our video footages. 

We have find noises in almost all of our videos because of local publics gathering and 

unavoidable reasons. So we had to toil hard and observe sharply each and every seconds from 

our video because a single mistake could spoil a scene.  But with the help of PluralEyes software 

we easily sort out this problem. [Fig 3.31]
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Figure 3.31: Working with sounds 

 
 

The use of background music and sound effects greatly improves the overall cinematic 

experience of a movie. They provide a substantial contribution to the storytelling process by 

evoking feelings and enhancing the audience's response to the tale.[15] The correct musical 

soundtrack may deepen the connection with the characters and their journey by ratcheting up the 

tension, heightening the suspense, or evoking emotions like joy, grief, or terror. Additionally, 

sound effects enhance immersion and realism in the pictures by giving them a more real-world 

sense. The film's ambience and environment are established through background music and 

sound effects, which take viewers to other times or places. Additionally, they can direct the 

audience's focus by emphasizing significant story moments or subtly placed clues that could 

otherwise go overlooked. A movie becomes a compelling and deeply moving cinematic 

masterpiece when music and sound effects are incorporated into it without any noticeable 

interruption. So it was primary target to gather our valuable background music and sound effects 

to take our film to the next level and get a place in our audience’s heart. [Fig 3.32] 
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Figure 3.32: Sound positioning 

It is important to keeping sounds in its suitable place. Otherwise the vision would not match and 

which will cause irritation to the audiences. So we had to position our sound clips carefully.   
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CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE USED 

 
We came up with the story through research and discussion. After receiving the story, we 

establish plans about how to turn it into a movie. By carrying out the filming schedule, we 

receive the clips required for the movie. After obtaining all of these items, we go on to the 

editing stage of the production process. In this stage, all of our concepts and video clips are 

combined to create the finished product. We need to employ a variety of tools and plugins to 

create all of these aesthetically stunning visual effects. Software consists of programs created 

with a specific purpose in mind. Software was required to color correct all of the camera-

captured video for our cinematic production to combine and edit all the various camera angles 

into a single movie. Sometimes the base program does not provide the functions we actually 

need, thus we must add some more features. Plugins are the source of this added functionality. 

These plugins add new functions to the core software; they are not standalone programs. 

 The tools and plugins that helped us design our final product exactly how we wanted are listed 

below. 

Software: 
 
-Adobe Photoshop 
 
-Adobe Media Encoder 
 

    -Adobe Premiere Pro 
 
-PluralEyes. 
 
 

Plugins: 
 
- Extreme Flicker 

 
- Chromatic Aberration 

 
- Motion Bro 
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- Mr Horse 

 
- Luminous: Flare 

 
- Luminous: Light Leak  

 
- Premiere 

 
- Bounce Roll 

 
- Elastic Out 

 
 

 
 

 Figure 4.1: Plugin: Motion Bro 
 
Motion Bro is a popular plugin suite designed for video editors and motion designers. 
 
 

Below are explanations for every piece of software applied: 
 
4.1 Adobe Photoshop: After enrolling in this department, the first piece of software we study is 

Adobe Photoshop. Our first semester of classes used this program. This program was utilized in a 

variety of circumstances from the first semester until the end of our academic careers. Photoshop 

is a feature-rich, adaptable piece of software.[16] Although this software's primary functions are 

digital sketching and picture editing or retouching, we used it extensively for our project. This 

program was used to create the movie poster and modify the scenery. [Fig 4.2] 
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Figure 4.2: Film poster making in Photoshop 

 
4.2 PluralEyes: PluralEyes is a software tool for recording and editing audio.[17] The program is 

fairly easy to use. We used this software to synchronize audio. [Fig 4.3] 

 

 
Figure 4.3: PluralEyes 

4.3 Adobe Premiere Pro: It was the main software we used for production so to say. We utilized 

this program to rough clip our film after receiving all the necessary material.[18] Using this 

program, we corrected the colors by adjusting the hue, saturation, light exposure, color tint, etc. 

Using this program, we added our voice-over and any necessary sound to the clips. [ Fig 4.4] 
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Figure 4.4: Editing in Adobe Premiere Pro 

 
4.4 Adobe Media Encoder: The main function of Adobe Media encoder is rendering.[19] To achieve 

the finished product in a video format that others can see after editing, we must render our footage. 

With help of this software, we are able to produce the edited video in any manner we choose for use in 

any situation. Additionally, the file size is decreased while the quality is maintained. [Fig 4.5] 

 

 
Figure 4.5: Rendering Footage using Adobe Media Encoder 
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These were the main pieces of software employed for our project. However, the software's 

standard version lacked several of the features we need. We therefore employed various plugins. 

To achieve the greatest results, some were native and some were extra plugins. The Adobe 

Premier Pro plugins are all included. 

4.5 Motion Bro: Motion Bro is a popular plugin suite designed for video editors and motion 

designers. It provides a wide range of pre-made templates, presets, and effects to enhance and 

streamline the video editing process.[20] Motion Bro offers various packs, each specializing in 

different areas of video editing and motion graphics. [Fig 4.6] 

 
We used this plugin quite a few times in our project because we have some running and chasing 

scenes which needed motion blurs to make the shot perfect. We utilized this plugin to make 

building complicated effects and animation easier by offering ready-to-use templates and 

transitions. 

 

Figure 4.6: Working with MotionBro 
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                             CHAPTER 5 

                             EXPLANATION OF PROJECT 

 
5.1 Introduction: 

Film is caught on camera to tell a story or deliver a message through filmmaking, a collaborative 

art form. This comprises pre-production, during which concepts are developed and strategies are 

put into action, production, during which the actual film is made, and post-production, during 

which the video is edited and fixed. There are more authors, actors, directors, editors, and 

specialists. A focused effort is required at this time. The result is a powerful medium that can 

entertain, educate, and inspire audiences globally. We've always wanted to help the Bangladeshi 

film industry improve and expand. We created excellent material since we wished to offer 

something fresh. 

We've decided to make a horror short film with a distinct plot and the best quality we can. The 

horror film industry in Bangladesh is experiencing a significant upswing in recent years, 

gaining momentum as an emerging genre in the country's cinema. The industry is 

experimenting with fresh and original ways to terrify consumers while adding cultural 

aspects and regional folklore thanks to the rising number of brilliant filmmakers and 

production companies. This increase in horror movies indicates Bangladeshi audiences 

growing curiosity for darker stories and otherworldly themes. Hopefully, our effort will have 

a beneficial influence, and we hope to inspire newcomers to work boldly so that our sector may 

grow quickly and compete with larger industries throughout the world. 

 

5.2 Work as a Production Manager 
 

The production manager in film plays a crucial role in coordinating and overseeing the practical 

aspects of film production. For the film production process to be fluid and well-organized, the 

production manager's capacity for handling difficulties and multitasking is essential. As a 

production manager I was responsible for budget management, scheduling, logistics, and 

resource allocation. I had to communicate with multiple departments to ensure seamless 
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workflow and deadline adherence from pre-production to post-production. I also had to manage 

recruiting crew workers, contracts, and permissions. My ultimate goal was to make sure the 

movie is finished on time and under budget, which helps the director's vision get realized. 

 

5.2.1 Managing Cast 

 
Good casting is essential for the success of a film as it directly impacts the authenticity and 

emotional resonance of the characters. I had to do a remote search for the ideal applicant. I had to 

make sure the candidate I was casting was qualified and capable of handling the role. I had to 

individually speak with every member of the cast.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 5.1: Cast on action 

 

A well-chosen cast can elevate the script, transforming words into compelling performances that 

stay with the viewer’s long after the film ends. I had to search remotely for the right candidate.
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5.2.2 Location Scouting: 
 
The right location enhances storytelling by providing a backdrop that complements the narrative 

and character development. Suitable locations save time and resources, reducing the need for 

excessive set construction and post-production work. A well-chosen location can elevate the 

overall production value and contribute to the film's success by creating a captivating and 

authentic cinematic experience. Having several shooting locations in a film adds variety and 

richness to the visuals, making the story more engaging and immersive for the audience. It 

allowed us to explore diverse settings and adapt scenes to specific locations, enhancing the 

overall cinematic experience. To discover the best locations, I had to visit to several different 

locations. I traveled to a lot of different locations in pursuit of the ideal setting for that 

specific moment. The locations were occasionally distant from my home. I visited the 

locations and shot photos and films to present to my team member, who would then choose 

the locations for the shoot after evaluating. 

 

 
Figure 5.2: shooting in rural area 

 
Among the areas I explored for shooting. We chose this location to shoot our last scene. It was the 

scariest location among all of our chosen locations. 
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5.2.3 Managing Shooting: 
 
During film shoots held in public spaces, it is crucial to prioritize environmental preservation and 

community well-being. So I had to get the required permissions, interact with the community's 

government, and follow all noise and safety restrictions. Our actors and crew members were 

thoroughly aware of their surroundings, maintained clear walkways, and showed consideration 

for public spaces. As part of my responsibilities, I had to coordinate and transport all the actors 

and production members to our designated shooting location. Once we arrived at the location, 

my primary focus was to ensure that the set matched the requirements of the scene we were 

filming. In cases where the location was not suitable, I took the initiative to create a backdrop 

that aligned with the script, crafting the necessary environment. One of the critical aspects of my 

role was to ensure that the lighting was impeccably set for each scene. I understood that the 

environment's authenticity played a pivotal role in making the entire scene more realistic and 

engaging for the audience. Without a proper environment, the audience would fail to connect 

emotionally and relate to the situation unfolding on screen. Recognizing the significant impact of 

a suitable environment on the audience's perception, I considered it my duty to create the right 

ambiance for every scene.  

 

 
Figure 5.3: Public gathering during shooting 

Curious public gatherings during film shoots created some noise disruptions. So I had to engage 

with the community, managed expectations, and minimized disturbances by asking them 

respectfully. 
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As our shooting location was set on a rural remote area and most of our shooting time was on 

during night. So we were pretty much concerned for our power supply system. So regarding this 

situation I had to manage an electricity generator to provide us power in distant shooting 

locations.[Fig 5.4] 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Turning on generator 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.5: Discussing with casts  
 
One of my duties was to make sure that the shooting sequence thoroughly followed the shoot 

division as specified while strictly adhering to the script.
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The management of this entire workflow was a difficult undertaking that required ongoing 

attention. I also had to supervise the cast and occasionally give the cinematographer advice on 

how to get the necessary pictures. Without a thorough understanding of shoot division and camera 

experience, it would have been difficult to successfully supervise the cinematographer and 

achieve the intended result. My ultimate objective was to get the best result, and doing so needed 

a blend of expert management and technical knowledge. I strongly believe that a good execution 

of a film comes only with the combined effort of every single member. So I have tried my best to 

connect with my group member during work. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.6: Checking footage  

 

I was helping the cinematographer obtain the ideal shot that we were going for and after several try 

it resulted as positive one.
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Figure 5.7: briefing the script 
 
I had to explain each and every script and situation to the casts before every shot were captured. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Maintaining clapperboard  
 
It is a must to keep counting the shots to maintain sequel. So I had to maintain a digital 
clapperboard so that it could make the editing part a lot easier for the editor.
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One of the essential elements of a successful setting is lighting. The scenario won't appear good 

if the lighting isn't good. The video will appear terrible because of the loudness. A simple scene 

may become a masterpiece with the right lighting and in terms of horror film lighting plays the 

role of a trump card. It is different shade of lighting and its reflections which makes a scary 

scene scarier. Spooky intense color lightings even makes more difference in a scene. Keeping 

this on mind I have arranged one intense wand light which have gave our fantasy a perfect 

portrait.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Lighting for ambience 

 
Here we have given this tree a blue hue to make the scene ambience more terrifying. This is 

another perfect example how a slight change of color can change the meaning of a situation.
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Figure 5.10: Using intense red light 

 
Red lighting in a horror film scene is useful for creating an intense and eerie atmosphere. It adds a 

sense of danger, fear, and foreboding to the scene. The red hue can symbolize blood, danger, or 

impending doom, heightening the suspense and tension. It obscures details and shapes, adding 

mystery and unpredictability to the visuals, intensifying the scare factor for the audience. 

 

5.2.4 Acting: 

I was also handed the role of the standing human corpse. There wasn’t a lot of specific action worth 

mentioning but I have enjoyed the role of a ghost.[Fig 5.11] 

 

 

Figure 5.11: My role in acting 
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5.2.5 Budget Management 
 
In my role as the production manager, it was crucial to ensure that all expenses were within our 

budget. This involved managing costs for props, shooting equipment, transportation to the filming 

location, crew meals, and other essentials like generators. It was my responsibility to carefully 

calculate each expense and make sure everything aligned with the allocated budget. From start to 

finish, I kept a close eye on every aspect of the project, ensuring that every single expense was 

accounted for and included in the final budget compilation. 

 

 

 

5.3 Work Distribution  

 

Name ID Participation of work 

 
Abdullah Al Tawfiq 

 
201-40-656 

 

Script writing, Storyboard, 
Associate director, Production 
Management, Lighting and Set 

Design. 

 
Imaruzzaman Ovi 

 
201-40-678 

 

Story writing, Director, 
Cinematography, Film editor, 

BGM and Sound Designer, 
Graphic Designer. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

 

After undergoing an extensive program that encompassed diverse media courses and learning 

from industry experts for four challenging years, we embarked on our final project. The journey 

was anything but easy, as we had to navigate through beginner to professional level courses 

across various media fields. Ultimately, we opted for a horror Short Film as our final endeavor. 

While the course projects had offered some guidance from faculty and predefined topics, this 

time we had to chart our path independently. Although our supervisor provided valuable 

feedback, we were still apprehensive about achieving the desired outcome we envisioned from 

the outset. Filled with uncertainty, we courageously pressed on with our project, determined to 

give it our all. Our passion for the craft and our dedication to learning fueled our efforts as we 

poured our hearts into every aspect of the production, striving to attain the best possible result. 

But our own satisfaction was not quite enough for ourselves as we were determined about our 

final work. So we had to show some glimpse of this project to our respectable faculty members 

and to our friends to justify our works and they have almost showered us with enormous 

compliment. And I would really appreciate their compliments because we have some creative 

gem as our teacher so having some praiseworthy work will really boost up our performance and 

it will encourage us to make even bigger projects in future. Our joys knew no bounds when we 

came to hear that some of our friends are really looking up for this film to release in full version 

as there are some horror film enthusiasts. 

 

 Our supervisors provided excellent suggestions, which we gladly incorporated into our projects.  

The   positive feedback significantly improved our project's quality, and receiving input from 

different perspectives proved invaluable.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
 
After completing the 4-year BSc in Multimedia and Creative Technology, I was excited to fulfill 

my long-standing aspiration of creating a horror Short Film as my final project. The thrill 

intensified when I met a like-minded individual who shared the same vision. With all courses 

completed, I eagerly moved to phase 1, anxious to present my idea for a horror Short Film to my 

supervisors. The presentation went well, and we received the much-awaited approval. 

Determined to make a difference in the industry, we set clear goals and embarked on our ambitious 

journey. Our project aimed to inspire talented individuals with skills lying dormant due to the 

scarcity of projects like ours. The response we received from people filled us with immense joy, as 

our efforts had indeed kindled inspiration among our juniors, motivating them to pursue similar 

ventures in the future. 

 

Throughout the process, we pushed our boundaries and did something uncommon in the media 

industry. Our meticulous attention to detail resulted in a compelling short film that skillfully 

conveyed the story, laced with intriguing twists. The satisfaction of achieving our desired outcome 

was unparalleled. As our project came to fruition, we looked ahead with hope for the horror film 

industry. Our endeavor was not merely about producing a film; it was a step towards bringing 

about change and fostering creativity within the genre. We embraced the challenge of making a 

meaningful impact, and the experience has left us optimistic about the future of horror filmmaking. 

 

In conclusion, our 4-year journey culminated in a remarkable achievement, a horror Short Film that 

not only satisfied our passion but also ignited inspiration among aspiring filmmakers. Our 

commitment to storytelling and innovation has driven us to forge a path that we hope will 

contribute positively to the industry we deeply cherish. 
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